
The Art of Timber Engineering

In the wake of the great
storm which has hit our ancient woodlands within our land holdings, we look
to
the future and the true and exciting potential for the manufacture of timber
products, utilising the vast resource of incredible timber that is now
available to us. We will address any requirements and enquiries with artistic
enthusiasm.

The post The Art of Timber Engineering appeared first on Latest News.

Nature & Technology

As has been part of our practise for many
years, welters® focus with determination to embrace nature,
and the environment, in our products and philosophies.   This is achieved
through the use of UK
resources and facilities and includes the use of reconstituted materials
within
our manufacturing processes.   We
endeavour to maintain our ‘Made in Britain’ ethos and develop product designs
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that are in keeping with our natural habitat.

welters® has always attempted to minimise imports,
especially of non-environmentally friendly material, and particularly when
exported
from the opposite side of the globe and produced by nations which may pay
less
attention to environmental issues.   Welterstone was created as a solution to
this issue, producing products manufactured
locally from indigenous quarried material.  
As a result of the success of Welterstone, welters®

has not imported any material for several years.

We look forward to
the continuation of the development of our range of products and materials
and
embrace the future wholeheartedly.  

The post Nature & Technology appeared first on Latest News.

Environmental Orbs

Environmental stone orbs with
a natural covering of mosses and ferns.  
Examples of variable sizes and specifications.   A clear mission statement
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showing our commitment
to working with nature in all our product design and installation concepts.

The post Environmental Orbs appeared first on Latest News.

Welters Orbs & Boulders

Made in Britain and manufactured using locally sourced, environmentally
sympathetic materials. They can transform any landscape, be it woodland
walkways, private gardens or curtilages, along the banks of a stream or as
use as sea and flood defences. The suitable locations and uses are endless.
The orbs have a cavity which can be used to inter cremated remains or to
house keepsakes. Or simply used as a memorial or marker. They are faced with
a tablet manufactured from a selection of materials and can be inscribed for
prosperity. Adding to the range is the imminent release of the Burr Orb
System – transforming manufacturing reuse with resolve to global
environmental solutions.
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The post Welters Orbs & Boulders appeared first on Latest News.

Made in Britain

Some say time now for change – is this an
obvious joke?

We have been shouting advocacy for the last 30
years over the British essential need to utilise all native and national
resource in the ingenious use and encouragement of resource culture in
opposition to the sloppy desire to require and use
imported product which will eventually prove catastrophic.

Pursual of this principal will also
be the final ‘nail in the coffin’ of all logical procedure and thought
process.  

Attention should have, and must now,
be given and joyfully pursued in all aspects of self-sufficiency.   Basic
food, energy and lifestyle, linked
with material usage and employment are all key elements to a satisfactory
planetary compliance.

Let us stop immediately ‘the tail
wagging the dog’.
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Welters continues to ensure that the
British environmental solution works successfully amidst the myriad of
doubters
and vested interest opponents that muster the negative lobbyist.

Welters environmental product
installed and today’s happy heron at welters natural parkland where for some,
the sun shines with clarity.

The post Made in Britain appeared first on Latest News.
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